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So you want to get into vinyl ?
I get asked these questions…
I have my Grandads turntable in my garage, it plays great, its been stored for 20 years. I want to play it with my new
surround sound system and use those albums also in storage. There is nothing wrong with it.
NOW stop right there !
Whatever you do DONT switch it on !
If it’s a belt drive turntable it will need to be serviced and as its probably seized and the bearing oil has dried up.
It will need to be flushed with a suitable spray lubricant such as Q20 or WD 40. The belt will most probably need
replacing. Having stripped many the bottom feet will have perished as well.
Best is to send it to a turntable specialist.
The cartridge will need to be removed, the stylus checked out for alignment.
BUT if you are DIY type…
Check the following
Earth cable and RCA cables.
Cartridge and stylus.
Balance the turntable arm and align cartridge, check stylus fitment, details available available from the internet.
Lubricate bearings and flush lubricant pipes. Use suitable sewing machine oil.
Replace the rubber feet…depends on type..
Of course you will need to polish the cabinet and lid, Brasso polishes the lid nicely….

If it’s a direct drive turntable, this presents a different ball game.
The electronics are now in most cases over 40 years old. The capacitors will have dried up. Think of it as a car.
A car that’s stood for 40 years, well all of the window rubbers will have perished, the tyres would be flat and cracked.
Electrolytic capacitors have an electrolyte in them and as such dry up. If switched on may cause a compound electronic fault
and a strong possibly it will cause further damage in the circuits.
These units feature a stroboscope to adjust turntable speed. However if “recapped” and serviced, these make excellent
units as the original build quality was excellent.
Best is to send it to a turntable specialist.
The cartridge will need to be removed, the stylus checked out for alignment.
But for DIY types, this is more of a challenge. Circuit diagrams are available from the internet.
The best site is https://www.vinylengine.com with a full database of most vintage hi fi sets.
Just remember that most of these turntables are semi automatic or automatic lift. This adds a certain amount of complexity.
I have seen some real basket cases with motor cables corroded here in coastal KZN.
So if in doubt with such a device, it may be cheaper to send to a skilled technician.
BUT, they are good and quiet when fixed up.

So the turntables working..now what ?
The cartridge is aligned, serviced, the stylus replaced and all good to go…
How do I play this machine?
Well lets work on the most common cartridge, there are two most common available, sure Crosley use a ceramic..
I would prefer not to go there with this document.
Moving magnet cartridge or MM
Moving coil cartridge or MC
We are interested in the Moving Magnet as it’s the most economical and common.
How do I play this unit with my new 5,1 surround system ?
Well you cant play directly to this system unless it has a phono input. In a modern system this is very unlikely
as most of these systems accept a line level input or AUX input. The turntable cartridge has a very low voltage output
so this needs amplification.
Amplification is not just the simple answer. That alone will not provide you with the magic in those grooves.
We need to amplify but “decode” to a RIAA frequency curve…Record Industry Association of America specification.
So before we explain the RIAA curve, lets explain how a record (LP) works and how it gets that vinyl magic into
that beautiful vinyl sound experience.

How does a vinyl record work ?
Well you have got this far..you want to experience the inconvenience of vinyl, the sheer size of a LP that plays
20 minutes per side. It has to be changed over by hand. BUT that’s what its all about !
The album artwork, the collectability, the hunt for that particular album. Its addictive.
So how does this technology work? Lets start with a basic description..
Its like a rubber boat flowing down a canyon, the boat touching both sides, hitting the bottom rocks and vibrating
with each movement which is the stylus (or needle.) That vibration is now sent as a small millivolt signal to the phono stage
pre amplifier which in turn is stepped up to line level to the AUX input of a amplifier. There are two channels for stereo
so 4 wires.
All sounds easy doesn’t it, its mechanical engineering.

Mastering
The vinyl album is mastered from an original tape, then its cut into a master press blank with a lathe by
a sound engineer.
Those guys were good, But if they woke up with a bad mood, this changed the sound of the final
master and hence the sound. Good or bad.
The press master is used to press the molten vinyl into a LP which those grooves are a direct copy.
Whilst at this point it’s a good idea to wash a new album to clean the release agent.
However, when the sound engineer (hats off to them) mastered the original tape, they had to ensure
that each musical Instrument was totally audible throughout the sound range. Sounds easy, too much
bass and the needle jumps out of the groove. Too much treble and it sounds like a tin can. Not ideal.
So after decades of experience, many disasters.
The record industry came to establish a standard This is called the RIAA curve and that’s still what we
work to today.
However after years of alternative music sources, new mastered music sources such as CDs, streaming
and other. No we don’t discuss MP3 s. This prompted the loudness wars and added extra loudness to
a music source. Pumping up the bass.
It actually made vinyl sound quite different. We at Lint audio tweak the RIAA curve to give us a little
more low frequency.
BUT vinyl is made to sound just as the recording artist intended us to hear, there's magic in them
grooves!.

RIAA Equalisation
RIAA equalization is a form of pre-emphasis on recording and de-emphasis on playback. A recording is made
with the low frequencies reduced and the high frequencies boosted, and on playback the opposite occurs. The
net result is a flat frequency response, but with attenuation of high frequency noise such as hiss and clicks that
arise from the recording medium. Reducing the low frequencies also limits the excursions the cutter needs to
make when cutting a groove. Groove width is thus reduced, allowing more grooves to fit into a given surface
area, permitting longer recording times. This also reduces physical stresses on the stylus which might otherwise
cause distortion or groove damage during playback.
A potential drawback of the system is that rumble from the playback turntables drive mechanism is amplified by
the low frequency boost that occurs on playback. Players must therefore be designed to limit rumble, more so
than if RIAA equalization did not occur.

So what next ?
I have got a turntable, its all working well, I have some albums and what
do I do now ?
We at Lint audio have a plug and play solution, all corrected for the RIAA curve. Its not just a phono stage pre
amplifier (we make them and they are linear). Two solutions are available. I will describe the Lint one as the Lint
Three has a AUX selector switch but the same component for the phono stage pre amplifier. Same wiring
connections.

What does the Lint One actually do ?
So what is a phono stage?
A phono stage (also known as a phono pre-amp) provides the connection between the record player and an
amplifier. When vinyl was the defacto standard for audio recording, the phono stage was built-in to receivers and
amplifiers, allowing direct connection of a turntable.
However, as new formats like CDs were introduced and begun to replace vinyl, manufacturers of amplifiers removed
or reduced the quality of their in-built phono stages and inputs as they were no longer being used.
A lot of hi-fi amplifiers now won’t let you plug in a turntable directly. You need to connect via a phono stage to
make the very small signal from the turntable powerful enough for your main amp to work with.

How does a phono stage work?
To connect a turntable to an amplifier you will need to pass the signal through an external phono stage to increase the
level.
Turntable cartridges output a very small signal and this needs amplifying up to several hundred times the size before it is
loud enough for your amplifier. If any noise creeps in before or during amplification, it will become increased in volume
detracting from the potential audio quality.
The Lint One phono stages are fine tuned to reproduce the warm sound of vinyl, free from hiss or bearing rumble thanks to
our simple solution in circuit design, component choice and layout.
Connected using a RCA interconnect cable, a phono stage is set-up in seconds allowing you to appreciate stunning
clarity, musicality and resolution from all your vinyl recordings BUT don’t forget that oh so important EARTH cable! !

Ground Loop and wiring practice
In an electrical system, a ground loop or earth loop occurs when two points of a circuit both intended to be at ground reference potential have a
potential between them.
This can be caused, for example, in a signal circuit referenced to ground, if enough current is flowing in the ground to cause two points to be at
different potentials.
Ground loops are a major cause of noise and hum in audio systems. Wiring practices that protect against ground loops include ensuring that all
vulnerable signal circuits are referenced to one point as ground. Use the LINTone pre amplifier ground as a central point connecting to all devices
including the mains earth point via a three pin wall plug using the earth pin. Ensure the earth cable from the wall plug is wrapped around the wall
power supply feed cable to the LINTone.
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Now what? all set up and good to go ?
So you have been and dug out those old Lps, bought at a market or been crate digging, the term used by those who
disappear into second hand shops digging into crates of old albums.
You have your stash and you want to play them !

DON’T play them without cleaning !
You have spent some time to get this far, you have a nice set of toys to show off…
Don’t play dirty records on the newly refurbished turntable. There are many cleaners on the market, now Google the
solutions.
My best experience is wood glue, just smear on the record and allow to dry, then peel off. Its amazing.
I also use soap and water, works a treat..but don’t get that centre label wet. Washing up liquid works well. Use cold water.

I hope this small Masterclass has
been helpful, for further information
or advice please feel free to
contact us.
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